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Executive summary (1/2)
Challenges in B2G edtech sales are well-known - our research across the three countries suggests that these challenges
continue to be real and oftentimes prohibitive for edtechs looking to sell to government:
- Within the broader ecosystem, poor infrastructure and connectivity, weak macroeconomic environments, and generally
weak policy environments inhibit growth.
- Sellers face a number of obstacles in pursuing public sector contracts given complex procurement processes, lack of
clarity around decision making, and long/uncertain sales cycles. They also face skepticism about the value of edtech
given the limited supporting evidence, as well as deeper structural barriers to scale (e.g., teachers lacking adequate
capabilities, distinct regional contexts within countries that require solution customization).
- For buyers, purchasing edtech is very challenging given tight and (often very opaque) education budgets, long and
cumbersome procurement policies and practices, lack of capabilities to assess solutions, and resistance among teachers.
These challenges manifest themselves in different ways across each of the target countries. In South Africa,
- “eLearning” policy is largely lacking, except for a white paper published in 2004;
- Limited willingness and ability to pay limits the overall market to private schools and fee-paying public schools, which
account for ~23% of the total number of schools
- Budget constraints and structural barriers such as poor teacher training in most provinces keep edtech a lower priority,
- The two provinces driving eLearning (Gauteng and W. Cape) are largely focused on creating an enabling environment
through connectivity and hardware.
- National elections in 2019 may hamper progress on government initiatives and have caused a halting of some activities
Overall, B2G edtech models have gained limited traction, let alone scale, within the public sector. Across Brazil, India, and
South Africa, a few edtechs have had success entering into public schools. Typically this has been through donor-backed
pilots (e.g., Mindspark in Rajasthan, Coruja in Brazil), partnering with other companies to tap into their distribution
channels (e.g., MSTech partnership with Intel in Brazil). Other companies that focus on hardware delivery as opposed to inclassroom learning appear to have had more success (e.g., IL&FS Education built 20k computer labs in India). Outside of
hardware provision, such examples of limited traction and scale have yet to manifest themselves in South Africa.

Continued on following slide…
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Executive summary (2/2)
Despite the challenges, positive trends are emerging that point to medium and long-term growth opportunities. National
government is seeking ways of improving the policy environment, largely as a way of reducing costs associated with
providing content and textbooks. Provincial governments are spearheading their own eLearning drives, especially Gauteng
and Western Cape. Certain players in government are thinking critically about procurement of innovation
In addition, investors and funders are deepening commitments to edtech with large, traditional funders making strategic
investments to grow the space, large-scale tech providers investing both through CSR and for core business purposes, and
South African corporates focusing CSI spend on the education sector
A few key factors are helping edtechs gain traction in B2G. Recognizing these characteristics and approaches can help
guide ON’s investment decision-making as well as the support it gives investees:
1. Sales and growth strategy:
a) Strategic partnerships are essential to gain B2G traction in the short term
o Social sector actors can help fund pilots and connect them to public sector decision makers
o Partnerships with bigger companies can help small edtechs leverage collective synergies, sales & distribution
mechanisms, and ultimately position themselves to win tenders
o Partnering with other edtechs (e.g., joint venture, merger, revenue sharing) is also an approach that’s worth
exploring. There are early signs of edtechs considering this approach, however this is largely untested
b) Additionally, a diverse and sustainable business model allows edtechs to de-risk the business through diversification
of revenue streams and prove solution efficacy in the private sector, which can be a selling point for public schools
2. Delivery: Effective implementation and onboarding is critical, particularly in developing markets, where teachers,
school leaders, and government administrators are often ill-equipped to adopt and sustain technology solutions (e.g.,
ITSI in South Africa provides 1:1 teacher support at least once a week in schools that have just adopted their products
3. Product design: Products must be tailored to the classroom reality so that they are solving core challenges in the public
education system, and are tailored to the context of the public school learners and teachers they seek to address (e.g.,
the DBE Cloud, Snapplify and others are using local servers to reduce data usage; Siyavula has adapted its content and
software to work across different devices, including feature phones)
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Challenges as well as positive dynamics for edtechs can be analysed
through the lenses of buyers, sellers, and the broader ecosystem

BUYERS / USERS

SELLERS

Governments at different
levels, schools, private
school networks, teachers

Edtech businesses and
start ups seeking to grow
B2G/B sales

ECOSYSTEM
Policy, regulation, funding and other aspects that
determine the linkages between buyers and sellers
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Source: Dalberg analysis

Various B2G challenges are emerging across the three countries, but
the severity of the challenge oftentimes differs based on the market
Moderate

Intensity of challenge1

High

Challenge

Brazil

India

S. Africa

Ecosystem

Lack of infrastructure and connectivity
Recessionary / Austerity environment
Political instability (e.g., changes of governments and priorities, corruption scandals)
Lack of coherent national strategy / policies around edtech
No clear categorization / typology of edtech space
Lack of clarity / understanding of public procurement processes

Sellers

Disadvantageous procurement processes for startups (vs. larger enterprises)
Structural barriers to reach scale (e.g., need to train teachers, requests for solution
customization, vast number of potential entry points at local level, etc.)
Lack of rigorous evidence to show that solutions enhance outcomes

Buyers / Users

Inadequate edtech supply that diminishes demand (e.g., fragmented offering, offering
that feels disconnected from classroom reality, teacher needs)
Insufficient budgets
Lack of technical capabilities to assess and select edtech
Inadequate procurement processes (e.g., rigid and long process; focus on lowest price;
risk of legal action)
Discomfort / lack of capabilities among teachers to adopt new technologies

Source: Stakeholder interviews, Dalberg analysis. Note: 1) Intensity of challenge represents the absolute intensity of the challenge within the
market, not the relative intensity across countries
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Ecosystem: A lack of evidence-based policy, connectivity, and funding
for measured growth hamper B2G edtech sales
• The lack of a strategy or policy for technology in education – at national and provincial levels – inhibits
overall buying and the alignment of procurement to education-related outcomes and goals
• The most recent policy document (cited by DBE and by Gauteng Dept. of Education in conversation and
documents) is the White Paper on e-Education of 2004
• Treasury’s recently developed e-Education procurement framework has yet to be implemented and is
seen as a codification of existing practices rather than streamlining processes
Lack of policy
• Existing initiatives to push eLearning are thus either politically motivated (e.g. to secure a legacy) or
guidance
cost-motivated (e.g. to avoid textbook costs in the medium to long-term) rather than based on existing
evidence on the role of technology in improving learner outcomes
• There are no policies governing the procurement of eLTSM vs. LTSM which reduces surety amongst
both buyers, who do not know if they are compliant, and sellers, who do not know where budgets will
come from for their products/services
• Relatedly, the absence of a definition of edtech and categorization of types of edtech dilutes the sector,
allowing static content and hardware to be lumped together with dynamic learning tools
• A funding gap between small-scale piloting and larger-scale procurement inhibits scale of promising edtech
solutions that wish to grow more gradually and cautiously
Funding gap
• Emerging edtech solutions that are gaining traction and results through pilots struggle to achieve
measured growth, since investors do not want to invest at such small amounts, and procurement
between a district/a few districts and a province is too large of a leap
• Many schools lack basic infrastructure needed for edtech, including constant power
• Internet connectivity in schools is poor, despite government efforts and provisions in the Universal Service
Poor
infrastructure and Access Obligation that require MNOs to connect schools to connect
• Some software requires high-speed broadband of ~100mbps to work effectively for a school
and
connectivity
• Attempts to provide wifi-connected containers or bundled wifi with software are not financially
sustainable
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Sellers: Delivery constraints, a complicated political environment, and
international/incumbent providers all work against sellers (1/2)
• Edtech businesses are oftentimes unable to provide at the scale required for larger tenders – providers
cannot ramp up operations fast enough to go from pilot phase to multiple district or provincial-level
rollout, especially since buyers typically prefer to run tenders for a bundled suite of products and services,
Delivery
constraints to reduce time and effort of procuring in a more disaggregated manner
• Some sellers do not have the appetite or resources to customise or tailor product offerings across
schools as they seek to grow
• Providers are not clearly articulating and marketing how their solutions address the needs of schools
and government. (e.g., edtech is still seen as an add-on by key government stakeholders, rather than an
Lack of
enabler for meeting the key education objectives such as curriculum completion)
distinction
and inability • Edtech providers are unable to differentiate themselves from simpler solutions – buyers are conflating
eBooks/ePubs with more complex solutions, lumping all in the same “eLearning” bucket
to meet
school needs • The landscape of providers is highly fragmented – the sheer number of small-scale providers complicates
buying decisions, and is now leading to consolidation and calls for partnership
• Many providers are not compliant with BB-BEE legislation, which designates levels for each company’s
degree of racial transformation (based on ownership, as well as racial composition and skills
Lack of
compliance development). This oftentimes makes them uncompetitive for government tenders, which tend to weight
BEE scores of a potential supplier around 40%

Political
economy

• Current providers are unable to align themselves with the deeper political environment and key political
players, including aligning to the current political discourse (e.g. “decolonizing education”) and seeking
buy-in from key political players such as teachers’ unions from the onset
• A demographic disconnect between the tech/edtech community and government reduces the ability of
some edtech companies to develop relationships and compete. The edtech community is largely white,
and key government decision-makers are oftentimes black (apart from the WC)
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Source: Stakeholder interviews, Dalberg analysis

Sellers: Delivery constraints, a complicated political environment, and
international/incumbent providers all work against sellers (2/2)
• Major publishers are seeking to enter the space, leveraging their dominant position in content provision
to move into edtech, partially through digitizing existing textbooks
• Publishers are in a good position to leverage textbook provision for increasingly complex technology
products and services, eventually leading to adaptive learning edtech applications

Incumbent
publishers

• Government is looking to traditional textbook producers as the providers of digital content, and
likely eventually edtech for differentiated learning – this may be due to the fact that schools can
more easily buy textbook-related software through LTSM budgets than separate purchases of
edtech not related to textbooks
• Publishers have largely been forced into the space to keep up with government intentions and
competition in the space, but are hesitant to make the shift since digital content is more costly
than textbook provision when ongoing development costs are incorporated
• Publishers can leverage their international reach – they can benefit from international support,
and more easily localize content developed elsewhere and align it to the SA curriculum and context
• International companies are seeking to enter the South African market, leveraging international
economies of scale to help drive down costs

International
entrants

• One company is seeking to leverage its international experience, lower staff costs abroad and
existing content to provide adaptive learning solutions at a potentially lower-cost than companies
in S. Africa
• Teachers in low-resources schools are also more likely to introduce free/open source software
that may reduce the demand for locally-made software
• Adapting content locally (i.e. locally relevant names, people places, currency, in addition to
languages) is the main barrier to market entry
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Source: Stakeholder interviews, Dalberg analysis

Buyers/Users: Provincial variation and tight budgets are compounded by
capacity constraints, election uncertainty, and ineffective procurement (1/2)
• DBE has limited budget and mandate to conduct systems-wide procurement at a national level, making
the edtech landscape fragmented across provinces
Budget • Provinces have limited funding for edtech after personnel expenses, which effectively account for around
constraints 80% of the total education budget, and around 90% in some provinces
• Learner-teacher support materials (LTSM) budgets are largely consumed by textbook costs – LTSM
budgets make up between 30-50% of non-personnel expenditure, but ~70% goes to textbooks
• Variations in procurement processes and key decision-makers between provinces inhibit the ability of
edtech businesses to grow sales across provinces. Edtech in the Western Cape, for example, is prioritized
by the provincial government itself, since it is seen as a way of securing a legacy for the mayor; Edtech in
Gauteng however is driven by the MEC for Education and the GDE; Other provinces, especially poorer ones,
do not see edtech as a priority at all
Provincial • Provinces typically approve small pilots but contract large service providers, partially because:
variation
• Incumbent providers such as OEMs and publishers have more sway, through established
procurement relationships
• Obligations to spend budget may incentivize larger tenders, especially for funding provided by DBE
(non-equitable share), which must be reallocated on a yearly basis at DBEs discretion
• Products/services that are bundled and packaged reduces the number and frequency of tenders the
government needs to run
Administrat • Districts and circuits have limited capacity and no financial power to drive edtech implementation
ive capacity • Key buyers from schools upwards often do not know what services they need vs. what they want
School-level • There are too few school leaders relative to procurement decisions/processes needed to be made, esp. in
capacity and poorer schools – non-teacher human resources only consist of a principal and admin in some schools
decision- • School leaders and SGBs do not have the time and resources to make informed purchasing decisions,
making
particularly for technology that they are unfamiliar with
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Source: Stakeholder interviews, Dalberg analysis

Buyers/Users: Provincial variation and tight budgets are compounded by
capacity constraints, election uncertainty, and ineffective procurement (2/2)
• Upcoming elections are impeding progress and purchasing at the national and provincial-levels –
government-linked programmes are pushing to complete key milestones by end of 2017/early 2018 with a
recognition that national and provincial party members will begin campaigning in early 2018
Political • Political antagonism between ANC (ruling party) and DA (major opposition) inhibit collaboration
uncertainty
• The ANC is hesitant to take on policy priorities touted by the DA – eLearning is one such issue, since
and
it is a major focal point in the DA-led Western Cape
corruption
• Government tenders are often awarded in a corrupt fashion, which crowds out quality edtech solutions
and makes potential bidders wary of working with the public system

• Standard procurement processes are ineffective for procuring fast-moving technology into slow-moving
education systems, causing stakeholders to avoid government procurement, circumvent typical
procurement, or work more directly at the school-level, where there is more purchasing autonomy
• Systems-level procurement of technology is stymied by needing to go through SITA and adhere to
PFMA rules, both of which are slow and do not empower the buyer with choice over the tech
• An inability to co-develop solutions with developers, and rules around ensuring tenders are open to
the broader market, inhibits the ability of tech to solve directly for problems of clients
Ineffective
• Various directives on when and how tender processes need to be run complicate buying while also
procurement
making them open to corruption
processes
• The lack of “special purpose vehicles” for some procurement make procuring for tech more difficult
• A heavy reliance on cost when weighing bids blocks out quality technology, reduces the efficacy of
edtech that makes it into classrooms, and leaves a poor impression of “edtech” with end-users
• The fear of being perceived as pursuing wasteful expenditure creates a culture of conservative
buying that stifles innovation in the system
• Questions around intellectual property (IP) cause government to be wary of private providers who
want to retain IP and private providers hesitant to bid for fear of losing IP to government
11

Source: Stakeholder interviews, Dalberg analysis

Despite challenges, there are some encouraging trends and dynamics in
each of the geographies that point to potential opportunities for edtech

• National government is seeking ways of improving the policy environment,
largely as a way of reducing costs associated with providing content and
textbooks
• Provincial governments are spearheading their own eLearning drives, especially
Gauteng and Western Cape
• Certain players in government are thinking critically about procurement of
innovation, and the institutional and financial arrangements needed to improve
these processes
• Some edtech companies are playing an active role in advising government policy
related to open source content and curriculum-aligned digital content
• Novel partnerships are emerging to provide a suite of more tailored or holistic
services to public and private clients
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Our analysis to date suggests that key factors for B2G edtech traction
can be organized along three overarching questions

1

Product design

Is the company’s product conceptually and
technically designed and built to address the
education problem it hopes to address?
2

Sales and growth strategy

To what extent does the company have an
appropriate business model and strategy to
sustainably grow in B2G?
3

Delivery

How does the company ensure the sustained usage
and longevity of its solution once it has been
introduced?
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In the South African market, a few factors emerged as particularly
important to helping edtechs gain traction in B2G
Key factor

Description

Product
design

1

Sales and growth strategy

2

Product tailored Products must fit conditions within
to classroom classrooms (i.e., respond to pedagogical,
language and technical needs; and capacity
reality

• Companies often put more emphasis on the technical
aspects of the solution, missing essential points on
pedagogy, language, and school needs and capacity

of schools and users)

Companies should look to alternative models • B2G sales imply long and uncertain processes which
Diverse and
(e.g., B2B, B2C), patient capital, and cost
can be risky for the financial sustainability of startups,
sustainable
management to ensure sufficient cash flow
especially if it is the only source of income
business model to improve positioning for B2G procurement
• Companies often lack essential resources to sustainably
contract with governments (financial resources,
relationships, competencies)
• There is increasing appetite among buyers for
integrated solutions

Strategic
partnerships

Strategic partnerships can allow startups to
leverage collective resources to develop a
more compelling offering, tap into robust
distribution, expand networks, mitigate
financial risks, etc.

Commercial
strategy

• Public sector procurement processes are often complex,
Companies need to develop expertise on
identifying public sector opportunities as well opaque, and subject to change; companies that are
unfamiliar with nuances of decision making processes
as convincing both political decision makers
and technical teams in order to win contracts within government are likely to waste time and
resources for low probability bids.

3

Delivery

Why it’s important

Companies need to provide strong technical
Effective
support and teacher training to ensure good
implementation in-school implementation of edtech projects

/ onboarding

Source: Stakeholder interviews; Dalberg analysis

• Post-contract implementation is crucial to building
evidence of success that can help convert pilots into
long-term contracts; given the many school-level
challenges (e.g., weak teacher capabilities) the rollout
and ongoing support can often be more important than
15
the quality of the product itself

Among these factors, tailoring products to classroom realities, forging
strategic partnerships, and effective implementation are paramount

Product
design

1

Product tailored to
classroom reality

Sales and growth strategy

2

Diverse and
sustainable
business model

Strategic
partnerships

Commercial
strategy

Delivery

3

Effective
implementation /
onboarding

An ill-adapted solution is an irrelevant solution. When products are not solving core
challenges in the public education system, when they aren’t tailored to the realities
of the public school learners and teachers they seek to address, and when they are
not adapted to meet the needs in a particular context, their commercial and impact
potential will always be limited
A better and more diverse business model is in fact important, but still might not
position an edtech to win bids to the same extent as partnering with other actors
Edtech businesses, particularly startups, do not have the resources and
connections to go it alone with government. Finding the right partner, or set of
partners, can eliminate the need to invest heavily in a government-oriented
commercial strategy and instead leverage sales efforts of more established or well
placed complementary companies to break into the public education system
Knowing how to win public sector bids can be a big differentiator, but still won’t
position most edtech startups to sustainably pursue government contracts; while not
mutually exclusive, finding the right partners is likely to be more fruitful
The best tech will always fail without proper delivery. Particularly in developing
markets, where teachers, school leaders, and government administrators are poorly
trained and not equipped with the digital literacy to adopt and sustain technology
solutions, implementation is crucial. Edtechs that have the resources to invest in the
right onboarding, training, change management, and support will see positive
results during piloting and be able to convert those to sustained sales over time
16

Source: Stakeholder interviews; Dalberg analysis

1

South Africa: Product tailored to reality of public school classrooms
Tailor to

Key to traction

Evidence / Examples

Importance

• Develop tech that seeks to solve pertinent and • One company’s curriculum-aligned open digital
urgent challenges in the public education
content was sought out by DBE when textbooks
system today
were urgently needed at relatively low cost
• Adapt solutions to cater for language
• The company also grounds its product
Pedagogy
differences, especially for younger learners
development in existing evidence on learning
and priorities
• Design of the solution should be based on
• DBE is exploring whether it can adapt a
existing pedagogical evidence, with technology chatbot-based language learning platform for
serving as an enabler
Zulu and Xhosa, to bridge the native
language/English gap in the educations system

Technical
requirements

Users

• Develop solutions that can ideally run offline, • Some companies are using local server
with limited data usage and low electricity
solutions to distribute content; others require
usage
little data
• Ensure interoperability with existing tech and • One company has deployed software
media used in classroom
developers to its schools to assess how to
provide technology that best works with the
• Develop content and software that works
way teachers and students interact with tech
across devices esp. for BYO device policies
• Co-create, rather than just test solutions, with • One company co-developed its LMS with a
teachers and students in schools
forward-thinking over many months before
• Ensure that solutions alleviate vs. add to
launching it at the university and then
curriculum workload, or makes it easier to
externally
complete the curriculum
• Create a UX that, to the best of its ability, is
tailored to digital literacy of students/teachers
17

Source: Stakeholder interviews; Dalberg analysis

2

South Africa: Diverse and sustainable business model
Pursue

Key to traction

Evidence / Examples

Importance

• Ensure majority of revenue coming from non- • One company is targeting parents, students,
and schools, effectively running multiple
B2G channels to improve sustainability
business models within one organization.
Multiple • Use revenue from higher-income clients to
Revenue generated from private schools is
cross-subsidize usage in lower-income schools,
channels
used to subsidize the servicing of lowerboth to increase impact and test applicability in
(e.g., B2B,
income customer segments
B2C, B2B2C) different market segments
• Another has won public tenders, but dedicates
• Actively pursue tender opportunities only where
limited sales resources to this, and separates it
aligned with strengths and relationships
from typical school-level sales approach
• Seek out donor support where possible,
particularly for piloting

Patient
capital

• Identify well-aligned, patient investors that
understand the education space and are
comfortable with business model iterations

• One organization manages social investments
on behalf of major endowments and
foundations, with education as a key focal area
• One of the major investors in education
recognizes the challenges and time horizons to
realize profits in the education space

• Reduce reliance on foreign software
•
components so licensing fees remain controlled
as user base expands i.e. “own the stack”
• Reduce/reconsider per user fee structure for
Cost
management B2G sales
•
• Ensure required hardware is durable/
widespread/ minimal
• Consider modular sales structure where possible

One company eschewed better software
components from abroad for a self-built stack
because license fees at larger scale make the
business model unsustainable
One provincial govt. claims that per user fee
structures are a major cost barrier for
government rollout of adaptive learning
software
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Source: Stakeholder interviews; Dalberg analysis

2

South Africa: Strategic partnerships (1/2)

Consider
partnering with

Key to traction
• Seek partnerships with mobile network
operators (MNOs) to reduce data costs

Evidence / Examples

Importance

• Companies have partnered with network
operators to either zero rate sites or provide
vouchers for usage

• One company has acquired a string of tech• Seek acquisition to realize economies of scale
enabled education solutions and provides
through a broader portfolio or larger company centralized support across its group (i.e. business
analysts, operations functions, developers etc.)

Large
companies

• Major publishers are actively seeking to improve
• Partner or get acquired by a major publisher
their eLearning offerings, either through
seeking to add complexity and adaptive
outsourcing development, bringing it in-house,
components to their eLearning service offerings importing company-wide adaptive solutions, or
acquiring solutions in-country
• Find ways of bundling software with original
•
equipment manufacturers (OEMs) and larger
software systems providers that either already
sell to government or are in a better position to
win larger tech/eLearning tenders

A major software provider partners with edtech
software providers and links them to a pipeline
of businesses to whom they can sell other
products/services to i.e. cloud, analytics etc.

• Partner with IT management companies and • Winners of large e-Learning tenders are typically
resellers who serve government IT needs and
IT companies reselling hardware, software, and
may be able to bundle software + maintenance conducting maintenance and training
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2

South Africa: Strategic partnerships (2/2)

Consider
partnering with

Key to traction

Evidence / Examples

Importance

• Seek out donors/funding from CSI and socio- • One foundation channels CSI spend to sponsor
economic development (SED) spend as part of upgrades for lower-income schools
companies’ BEE compliance efforts and
• One edtech company has largely self-funded the
Social sector broader philanthropic efforts
development of a product developed in
• Target donors willing to fund pilots/ rollout to
partnership with govt., largely by tapping
actors
assess impact of interventions from an
corporate CSI spend
educational development perspective
• A host of SA-based donors seek to test new
education solutions that can improve outcomes

Other
edtechs

• Identify content aggregators that may be
• One edtech partnered with a logistics provider
interested in hosting digital content or software and project manager for a major eLearning
rollout to expand distribution for digital content
• Work with other edtech companies to ensure
software integrates with theirs, so providers are • Edtech companies are increasingly partnering
collectively giving clients a holistic suite of
with other edtechs to link content with other
products/services that are easily integrated
school software
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2

South Africa: Commercial strategy
Sales
competencies

Key to traction

• Demonstrate localization of the solution and
some degree of local efficacy

Technical

• Signal quality of product through corporate
sponsorship, foreign support
• Keep pricing relatively low to ensure bids are
not discarded based on cost basis alone
• Generate buy-in from government curriculum
specialists

Political

Evidence / Examples

Importance

• A British company operating in SA is able to
charge high fees for its information system
partially due to the perceived quality of
solutions for places like the UK
• Western Cape and Gauteng provinces
prioritize cost as a major criteria when
weighing bids

• Target provinces with forward-thinking leaders • The Western Cape government’s eLearning
“Game Changer” is driven through both Helen
who see political and social value in such
Zille, the Premier, and Brian Schreuder, the
investments
WCED Head of Department
• Target provinces where edtech is likely to be a
priority for parents that make up the voter bloc • The Gauteng Dept. of Education has identified
eLearning as a priority to ensure the education
• Get district-level buy-in for piloting and initial
sector is preparing learners with the digital
rollout to ensure effective implementation
skills required for the future of work
• Invest in face-to-face meetings with government

• Work with a BEE compliant partner to ensure
consortia bids are meeting transformation
Relationships requirements of public procurement
• Where possible, seek to ensure that
communication is aligned with the broader
political economy

• An edtech incubator funds start-up cohorts to
meet government directly when travel is
required
• Sifiso Learning Group’s Future Nations Schools
hosted a conference on “Decolonised
Education” in late September
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South Africa: Effective implementation / onboarding
Provide

Key to traction

Evidence / Examples

Importance

• One company provides 1:1 teacher support at least
once a week in schools that have just adopted their
products
• Another company’s learnership programme trains
• Have support staff working in-person at
young adults on the system and places them into
schools that have adopted the solution on a
schools for a year, with the schools having the
Training for
regular basis, especially at the beginning of
option to hire them full time thereafter
teachers and
adoption
• A major software provider uses teachers to expand
administrators
• Use teachers as brand ambassadors to
the reach of MS products/services, using a points
improve referral-based future sales
system to train them on how to use different
• Employ former teachers as sales staff, both to software
better sell to schools and improve on product • Another company hires teachers as “School
Relationship Managers”
development over time
• Build in costs for one-on-one training and
change management to the overall solution,
especially when targeted at schools

Ongoing
support

• Government systems such as SA-SAMs and the
• Provide intensive training for circuit managers Thutong Portal require ongoing support from
district officials that oversee whether or not tech
and district officials (especially eLearning
is being used effectively
specialists) when government is expected to
take on the solution over time
• Much of the Data Driven Districts (DDD) program
focuses on training district officials

• Monitor impact of solution to make sure
learning outcomes are improving or adapt
• Some companies are working with donors to run
solution
if
needed
Measurement
evaluation exercises on the efficacy and cost
• Measure impact by engaging school/students effectiveness of parts of their platforms
and use evidence as basis for future marketing
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Ministry of Education (MEC) plays a key role in defining educational and
technological priorities as well as funding programs
NATIONAL

Ministry of Education (MEC)

Minister
Deputy Minister
Director-General
Deputy Directors-General (DDG)
DBE is made up of 6 branches, led by a DDG

1

2

Finance &
Administration
Provides
administrative
support

Teachers,
Human
Resource and
Institutional
Development
Promotes
quality teaching
and institutional
performance

3

4
Educational
Enrichment
Services

Provides social
support and
auxiliary
services

Planning and
Delivery
Oversight Unit
Assists Ministry
and Department
meet strategic
objectives

5

6 Curriculum

Planning,
Information and
Assessments

Policy, Support
and Monitoring

Promotes
education
quality and
effective service
delivery

Develops
curriculum
policy and
supports,
monitors and
evaluates its
implementation

Office of the
Director –
General
Supports coordination and
implementation
of programs of
action
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Source : Department of Education “DBE structure”; Dalberg Analysis

Provincial departments of education deliver and implement education,
through no less than four main branches
PROVINCIAL

Premier
Position

Member of the Executive Council (MEC)

Variable structure across
governments (e.g., no legal area
specifically for education, IT area
has no competency on edtech)

Head of Department
(HOD)
Curriculum
Management

Education
Planning

Consistent structure across
governments

Institutional
Development

Corporate
Management

Chief Directorates
Curriculum Management

District operational
management

Financial services

HR management

FET College, curriculum &
AET

Social enrichment
programs

Supply management

Strategic management &
organizational

Quality assurance &
assessment

Infrastructure planning
and delivery

Curriculum Development

Rural and inclusive
education

DIR: ICT

The ICT or eLearning deputy chief education
specialists at provincial level tend to fall
under curriculum development

Source: Stakeholder interviews, KZN Education Department Organogram; Dalberg analysis
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Procurement processes differ depending on the budget for goods and
services – the bigger the budget the more rigorous the process
PROVINCIAL

High

Budget size

Process

• Competitive bid process

3

More detail on the competitive bid
process on the following slide

Above R500 001

Medium

• The Western Cape Provincial Government uses an independent third
party to distribute their Request for Quotations (RFQs), under R500 000
2

R10 001 – R500 000

• RFQs are available through a subscription service
• Tenders and RFQs are e-mailed/faxed to subscribers according to their
business profile on a daily basis
• Verbal quotations

1

• Sourced through telephonic enquires from possible suppliers

Low

R2001 – R10 000
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Source: Western Cape Government “Tenders – General Information”; Dalberg analysis

Competitive bid procurement process follows a five step process,
resulting in lowest priced and best submission winning the tender

Explanation of key activities

PROVINCIAL
1
Invite and receive
bids

2

Provincial tender / bid process
3
4
Compliance
Determine bid
Examination of
check
price order
preference points

• The provincial
• After the closing • The remaining
department will
date, a check of
tenders submitted,
determine what
tenders submitted which comply with
goods and service it is done to
specifications, are
requires
determine
then ordered
• The department will compliance with
according to their
put out a tender or
all the formal
price
invite bids for the
requirements of
supply of such
the tender
goods and services • Then another
• The tender will lay
compliance check
out the
is done to check
specifications of the compliance of the
goods or services
product or service
required
with the tender
• The tender will also specifications and
specify the closing
price
date for submission • Submissions that
of tenders
do not comply are
removed from the
list

• All the preference
points claimed by the
tenders submitted
with the lowest
prices are verified
• Then the preference
points formula is
applied to the
remaining tenders
submitted with the
lowest prices to
determine the best
result on points

5
Award tender
• The tender
submitted with the
lowest price and
the best results on
points is awarded
the contract
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Source: Western Cape Government “Tenders – General Information”; Dalberg analysis

District functions are broken down by sub-directorates, with eLearning
falling under the teaching & learning sub-directorate
DISTRICT
District Director

Sub-directorates

Teaching and
Learning

ECD & AET

Teaching &
Learning –
Grade 10 12

eLearning

Examinations

School
nutrition
program

Curriculum
support

Teacher
development

Special
needs
education

Governance
&
Management

District
planning

Curricular
services

HRM

Circuit
manager

Auxiliary
services

Finance

The eLearning education specialists at
District level typically fall under the
Teaching and Learning sub-directorate
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Source: Stakeholder interviews, KZN Education Department Organogram; Dalberg analysis

Rules and processes regarding school procurement differ across no-fee,
fee-paying, and independent schools
SCHOOL

7%

Is your school an
independent/
private school?

16%

I want to
procure
something
for a school

Procurement procedures dictated by private school or private
school network internal policies

Is your school a feepaying school?
(Section 21)

Procurement managed by
School Governing Bodies (SGBs)*

Is your school a nofee-paying school?
(Section 20)

Procurement managed by Provincial
Education Departments (PEDs), under
National Treasury guidelines

Is your school a
public school?

77%

Estimated percent of total learners in SA going to such schools

Section 20 schools do not receive funds directly but
instead have the purchases of services and textbooks
managed by the provincial department

Source: ETU; Corruption Watch; Paralegal Advice; Gauteng Provincial Government; Dalberg analysis; Note: * School Governing Bodies (SGBs) are oversight
committees for fee-paying schools. There are various rules pertaining to SGBs but the bodies are made up of elected members, the school principal, and optional
co-opted members. The number of parents on a governing body must be one more than half of all of the members who may vote
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Rules and procedures For public schools also differ by contract value,
but procurement for no-fee schools is handled directly by provinces
SCHOOL
Level 3 Above R500K
16%

Is your school a feeSchool Governing
paying school?
Bodies (SGBs)*
(Section 21)
Section 21 schools are able to manage their
own finances and purchases, usually charge
school fees, and get money from the
department

Level 2

Between R30K and
R500K

Level 1 Between R1K and R30K
R1000 or less
Doesn’t require
approval from SGB

Is your school a
public school?

77%

Is your school a noProvincial Education
fee-paying school?
Department (PED)
(Section 20)
Section 20 schools do not receive funds directly
but instead have the purchases of services and
textbooks managed by the provincial
department

Estimated percent of total learners in SA going to such schools
Note: the spending levels are adjusted based on inflation and differ based on province. Levels represented here are for Gauteng. * Note: * School Governing
Bodies (SGBs) are oversight committees for fee-paying schools. There are various rules pertaining to SGBs but the bodies are made up of elected members, the
school principal, and optional co-opted members. The number of parents on a governing body must be one more than half of all of the members who may vote
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For fee-paying public schools, the typical procurement process involves
four key steps, with step 4 being the most crucial and intensive
SCHOOL
1
Supplier database
A supplier database must
be developed and
maintained to be drawn
upon for procurement
needs

2

Needs identification
and specification
The school must identify
its existing stock and
required needs based on
its inventory, and report
accordingly

3

4
Purchase requisition

Bidding and tender
procedures

Documents must be generated
to notify the department of
items it needs to order, their
Sub-Phases
quantity, and the timeframe
A. Compiling bid documents
3
Level
B. Inviting bids
Level

2

C. Receiving bid responses
D. Evaluating bid responses

Level

1

We will need to answer 2 main questions across each of
these phases and sub-phases…
1.
2.

4 Request for quotation
(RfQ)

What are the activities and procedural requirements
across each phase and sub-phase?
Who are the key actors within and across each step?

E. Clearing successful bidders
and awarding contracts

R1000 or
less

Low-value procurement that
does not feature in levels does
not require approval from the
SGB – only three quotations
from the supplier database
and approval from the
principal
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The bidding and tender process for section 21 schools follows a similar
process to that of government, as it must be aligned with the PFMA (2/2)
SCHOOL
1

Supplier database

2 Needs identification
and specification

3

Purchase requisition

4

Bidding and
tender procedures

Actors

Activities

• Establish a database of
suppliers, tracking them based
on certain criteria

• Inventory levels must be
• For S20 public schools –
Detailed in following
monitored, and when a
purchase requisitions sent to
slide
certain product or service has
district office for approval
reached a replenishment level
• Invite prospective providers
• For S21 schools – purchase
(pre-determined
by
the
GB),
a
occasionally, through various
requisitions must be developed
purchase requisition must be
media channels possible
meeting various criteria (e.g. 9
produced, accompanied by
criteria in GP) and include
• Bi-annual reporting of regular
relevant specifications
certain details e.g. description,
suppliers relative to competitors
• Specifications are approved
quantity, value, purpose, name
based on budget allocations
of intended beneficiary
• Finance Officer – 1) establishes • Asset Officer – (or other
• District office – purchase
database of service providers, 2)
delegated official) monitors
requisitions sent to district
invites prospective providers
inventory levels relative to
office for approval for Section
(e.g. through newspapers,
optimum levels set by GB;
20 schools
website, etc.), 3) evaluates
produces purchase requisition • Principal, heads of
prices of regular suppliers to
when inventory reaches
departments, chairpersons of
competitors and report
replenishment level
school committees – purchase
accordingly (bi-annually)
• Finance Officer – Approves the acquisitions can only be
specifications that accompany
accepted from these people
the purchase requisition;
• School governing body (SGB) –
approves funds based on precoordinates and approves
approved budget allocations
requests from educators/
members
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The bidding and tender process for section 21 schools follows a similar
process to that of government, as it must be aligned with the PFMA (2/2)
SCHOOL
4

Actors

Activities

A

Compiling bid
documents

B

Bidding and tender procedures
C
D
Receiving bid
Evaluating bid
Inviting bids
responses
responses

• Bid documents to be
• Bids should be
complied in a
advertised for at least
standardised manner,
14 days before closure
and must include:
in local media and the
• General conditions of
school’s website
the contract;
• Where a contract is
• Specifications of goods more than a certain
/ services that are
amount (R10 million)
required;
the tender must be
• Evaluation criteria
advertised for no less
• Bid must be publicly
than 30 days before
advertised
closure.
Finance officer must
ensure the following are
included in bid documents:
• Ensure evaluation and
adjudication criteria;
• Conflict of interest
disclosure;
• SARS tax clearance
disclosure
requirements;
• Closure date

• Accounting officer
is responsible for
advertising tenders
and bids

• After the closing date
and all bids are
received, all bids are
open
• Bids should be open
in public with all
bidders allowed to be
present
• Late bids are returned
to bidders unopened
• Bids received are final
and cannot be altered

• All bids are evaluated
based on the
preferential point
system under the
Preferential
Procurement Policy
Framework Act
• Points for price and
goals are added and
winning bid is the one
with the highest
points

• Accounting officer
may receive
clarification questions
from bidders, but
may not permit any
alterations

• Finance committee is
responsible for all bid
related matters.

E

Clearing bid winners
+ awarding contracts
• Following decision on
winning bid, the
school and the bid
winner enter into a
written contract

• Adjudication committee
makes final decision on
award of bid
• Accounting officer must
do a risk check and
clearance of successful
bidder and/or any of its
directors
• Treasurer manages
contract admin
33

Source: Financial Regulations, Framework and Standards Chart of Accounts for Public Schools; Dalberg analysis

